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Systemwide Business 

 
The Academic Senate Committee on Faculty Welfare took up the following Systemwide issues this year: 
 
Health Insurance Changes 
UCFW Representative Leah Karliner advised that UCOP is developing a self-insurance plan and urges 
employees to move to a Blue/Gold Health Plan.  As UCSF has separated from the California Pacific 
Medical Group, this shouldnʼt pose as many issues for UCSF employees.  Nor should UCSF see as many 
changes as other campuses will. 
 
Response to the Systemwide Task Force on Senate Membership 
Paul Green, FW Vice Chair and Member, UCSF Academic Senate Membership Task Force on status of 
the task force.  He read part of UCSF Academic Senate Chair Bob Newcomer's letter on the next step for 
proceeding at the Systemwide level.  
 
Several rule and policy changes for the SF Division have been proposed for non-Senate faculty (i.e. 
Health Science Clinical and Adjunct) to provide comparable rights and privileges afforded to Senate 
faculty. These include having all full-time faculty members reviewed by their peers for academic actions 
and all faculty being able to fully participate in voting matters pertaining to UCSF campus. In addition:  

 
• Graduate Council is revising Regulation V to allow all faculty to be sole chairs of student 

committees. 
• All faculty will have access to P&T processes for grievances and disciplinary actions. 
• VPAA is working towards a more streamlined application process to confer Emeritus status to HS 

Clinical and Adjunct faculty. 
• To allow recognition of those HS Clinical and Adjunct faculty who sit on Systemwide committees. 

Limited-term without-salary Senate series appointments are being discussed within CAP. 
• It is being proposed that as of July 1, 2016, UCSF will apply the eight-year rule for Assistant 

Adjunct and HS Clinical Science faculty appointed at 100% time.  
 
UCSF R&J Committee and Legal Affairs are reviewing these proposed changes to ensure that they 
conform with all Divisional and Systemwide rules. 
 
Salary Remuneration Report 
UCFW developed this in response to an internal UCOP Analyst Report stated that UC Faculty were doing 
“well.” Insufficient funds to have all survey complete this survey; for now just ladder rank faculty at general 
campuses will be covered.  This means that salary scales will be examined. 
 
“Stopping the Clock” Rules 
UCFW examined other instances when time should be stopped in a faculty memberʼs Academic 
Personnel file.  For Assistant Professors, you can stop the clock for child-rearing or child-bearing cases.  
Other such situations –caring for an ill family member (child or adult) or the loss of a spouse—were 
discussed as equitable reasons to stop the clock.  UCSF Faculty Welfare Committee supported 
expanding the AP Rules to allow these additional situations to “stop the clock” if necessary.  UCFW 
circulated a survey to UC faculty proposing other such situations and requesting feedback. 
 
Documents Reviewed 
Members of the UCSF Faculty Welfare Committee also reviewed UCFW documents on: 

• Understanding Health Care Costs for UC Retirees on Medicare (Appendix 1) 
o UCSF FW discussed the provided materials.  Members found the preliminary data 

confusing.  Members hoped the information would be made available to everyone, 
perhaps posted on a website, with more explanation provided.  
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• Salary Equity Plans for UC Campuses (Appendix 2) 
o Members reviewed the equity plans submitted by all campuses to UCOP, in response to 

their call in fall 2012 to analyze gender/ethnicity issues around salary. They appreciated 
the thoroughness by the campuses and questioned the ability to conduct such an 
analysis at UCSF based on its structure. This may also be as there are fewer off-scale 
faculty at UCSF than other campuses. FW members hoped to see more detailed plans in 
the new academic year. Off-scale salaries are not allowed for compensation plan faculty 
members, so if there are any, they are left over from the good old days.  

 
 

Divisional Business 
 
This year, the Academic Senate Committee on Faculty Welfare took up the following issues related to the 
San Francisco Division: 
 
Changes to 19000 Funding 
Members discussed these changes and requested the Deans respond to the Academic Senate Faculty 
Councils with information as to how this will impact faculty.  In June 2013, Chair Green attended the SOM 
Faculty Council to hear Eric Vermillion, Vice Chancellor-Finance comments on the topic.   
 
The conclusion, as presented, is that faculty are expected to fill the gap from grants before the 
department will step in.  However nothing is presented on how to handle faculty who are hundred percent 
teaching and so donʼt have a grants pool to pull funds from.   
 
FW members also raised the issue of APM 190, which states “where there is a shortfall, ladder rank 
faculty will have salary covered.”  As benefits are part of an FTE not covering them presents a violation of 
APM 190. Chair Green will reach out to V-P Marshall, Academic Affairs for clarification.  He will also reach 
out to FW Chair counterparts at UCD, UCLA, and UCSD.  
 
Diversity Efforts 
Gordon Fung, Chair of the Senateʼs EQOP Committee spoke to efforts to improve the status of 
underrepresented groups at UCSF.  It is hoped that EQOP and Faculty Welfare will work together in the 
future on this topic. LGBT and disability issues arenʼt part of the issues discussed by EQOP at this time. 
 
The advancement process should be more supportive of diversity efforts to assist those not regularly 
exposed to underrepresented populations through their research, i.e. pathology or basic science research 
labs.  EQOP is looking to do an orientation and develop guidelines for faculty who arenʼt aware they 
should be highlighting these things in their CVs. 
 
EQOP also is developing a salary equity survey addressed to all the health sciences campuses, starting 
with UCSF. It will focus on all the different schools (broken down by series, gender, age, and ethnicity) 
plus on-campus/off-campus facilities.  This will create a template for the other campuses. 
 
Faculty Endowment Proposal 
Vice Provost Sally Marshall provided an overview of the proposed Faculty Endowment Program.  The 
idea arose out of the 2009 Faculty Climate Survey that spoke to “salary stability” and “salary equity based 
on gender” as being two major concerns.  The latter is largely, at present, a perception and not reality at 
UCSF.  It is still being explored at a Systemwide level.  UCSF will examine methodologies for measuring 
salary equity (one committee per school). 
 
The idea of a Faculty Endowment Program may be morphed into a “Life Cycle of a Faculty Member” 
endowment program.  This Program would result in twenty percent salary support – which could allow 
faculty to use that protected time in any way they choose and provide some salary stability. An 
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endowment of this size would need to be around $20M annually.  FW members support the proposal 
starting at the Associate-level and up, with particular focus on promoting protected time. 
 
Housing Policy Changes 
Gary Forman, Assistant Vice Chancellor, Campus Life Services gave an overview of current housing 
situations, current limits, and proposed new housing limits. Housing term limits were suspended in 
FY2009 and are now being re-implemented. Schools are pushing to have a two-year limit for professional 
students and to have a reserved set of housing units that are constantly rotating—so that they can be 
offered to incoming students.  Moving forward, the following term limits were proposed: 

• Five-year limit for post-docs, fellows, and professional students. 
• Six-year limits for PhD students. 
• Three-year limits for faculty. 

 
After discussion, FW members agreed with the proposed limits except for the three-year limit for faculty.  
Instead, FW members proposed a two-year limit for faculty.  (Appendix 3) 
 
Lab Safety Protocol and Faculty Indemnity Changes 
FW members heard several presentations on the changes to lab safety protocol as a result of the 
settlement in the UCLA legal matter. Compliance trainings were rolled out at a Systemwide level and 
implemented at UCSF by a joint team involving Associate Vice Chancellor Boyd, Compliance & Ethics, 
and Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost Bluestone. 
 
Chair Green went over the current legal protection for faculty in criminal cases.  UC does indemnify and 
defend UC employees named in civil action as long as the employee is acting in good faith and without 
malice.  There is no such policy in criminal actions. The terms of the Regentsʼ settlement include three 
essential requirements for UC laboratories to implement between September 2012 – February 2013: 
 

1. Adequate training 
2. Detailed lab-specific Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)  
3. Use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)  

 
The settlement has been strictly applied to Departments of Chemistry. Since UCSF does not have such a 
Department, it has identified two analogous ones -- the Departments of Biochemistry and Biophysics 
(School of Medicine) and Pharmaceutical Chemistry (School of Pharmacy).  
 
UCSF must develop a formal safety manual and chemical hygiene plan and ensure that they are 
maintained and that all personnel have reviewed them. UCSF must certify compliance with the state twice 
a year. If a violation is reported to the Vice Chancellor of Research, it must be addressed within thirty 
days or the campus will be fined. 
 
FW members advised that the new requirements are labor-intensive for the faculty member requiring 
extensive sign-offs. They also raised issues of research staff who decline to do trainings even if theyʼve 
been asked, and how it can take upwards of a year to get notification from EH&S that someone has 
finished trainings.  FW members wondered if “lab insurance” or malpractice insurance could be 
developed.  Faculty didnʼt want to separately purchase it, but have it included as part of the packet 
included with being a faculty member.  
 
Risk Assessment Audit and Compliance Policies 
Associate Vice Chancellor Elizabeth Boyd, Ethics and Compliance, gave an overview on the new process 
for performing annual campus risk assessment come fiscal year 2014.  She also explained how 
information collected during risk assessment will be used and answered questions about the process.  
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In the past, each office--ethics and compliance, audit services, clinical compliance, and risk 
management—did an annual individual personal risk assessment for UCOP.  Moving forward, there will 
be a joint risk assessment which will highlight particular foci across all groups.  
  
Examples of prior issues that surfaced from the individual audits was "effort reporting" (timeliness of 
reporting, systems used to capture reporting, etc.).  This year, potential issues include PHS Regulation 
and how it fits in with APM670 and the new “Sunshine Act law” coming into effect later in 2013.    
AVC Boyd also commented that the new Lab Safety Training module was to be tailored for each particular 
lab.  So only those involved with those types of pathogens, etc., would have to take the training course.  
 
Compliance & Risk Assessment Document 
FW members further reviewed the new Discussion of Compliance Risk Assessment and Draft Work Plan 
submitted by the Ethics & Compliance Office.  Members appreciated being asked to review and approved 
as drafted.  
                                                                                                                     
Space Planning 
The Chancellorʼs Space Planning Committee, Chairs Jeff Bluestone, Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost and Bruce Wintroub, Vice Dean of the School of Medicine, is responsible for assessing the need 
for and assigning space resources in an effective and efficient manner.  The Chancellorʼs direct reports 
are responsible for identifying the needs of the schools and assessing the use of this space in a report to 
the Space Planning Committee every three years to assure the space is managed and used efficiently. 
 
The principles that the Committee follow are: 
 

• General space accountability and governance would require the same economic performance for 
the same type of space. 

• Fairness, consistency, transparency, economic sustainability and strategic prioritization in the 
deployment of space 

• Non-permanence of space allocation, retention and use.  Space may be released by the school 
when new space is allocated, (Chancellor may retain 10% of the space for future use), or 
relinquished for non-use, such as program closure. 

• Operation cost responsibility for space - Units will be responsible for covering the operation costs 
of the assigned space, approximately $90.00/sq. ft. 

 
Current data on the use of space has been submitted by the departments/schools.  Space analysis and 
agreement of space use will be finalized by end of year. The policy goes into effect January 1, 2013.  The 
committee requested a tool for individual faculty to request space, noting that this function is not 
transparent. 
 
Mission Bay Academic Building 
Chair Green updated the committee members on the Mission Bay Academic Building debate.  FW 
members wanted feedback on the HIPPA issues and just how effective the “white noise” will be in 
covering up conversations.  FW members raised further clinical issues of receiving patient calls 
throughout the day, and the inability of having to reserve private rooms for such calls. FW final questions 
pertained to the multiple different responsibilities held by faculty – while HIPAA laws may not be violated, 
others might be.  The Privacy Office has examined and found there is no cause for alarm. 
 
Other issues raised include no space for bench scientists to conduct research at the new Mission Bay 
Academic Building. Research is to be conducted at pre-existing locations.  If those spaces arenʼt at the 
MBC, faculty will have to shuttle back to their other campus location. 
 
Tobacco Free at Work Policy 
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The Committee reviewed the initial policy in Fall 2012 and advised Campus Life Services that as written, it 
couldnʼt be supported.  The Communication from Faculty Welfare Committee spoke to concerns about 
those with medical marijuana prescriptions as well as those UCSF employees who live with a smoker and 
in particular with how managers and faculty were to be expected to enforce this new policy. Overall, 
committee members felt the new policy was unnecessary. 
 
A revised policy was circulated to the campus-at-large in July 2013, in preparation for its implementation 
on September 3, 2013.  Faculty Welfare Committee members noted that the medical marijuana mention 
had been removed from the policy and that in general the policyʼs tone was more muted.  FW Chair 
Green still advised CLS that the Academic Senate and the FW Committee within it couldnʼt support this 
policy as it remained. 
 
Communication between the Senate and Campus Life Services continued over the summer. At the time of 
report drafting, the FW Committee still didnʼt support the policy as written. However the new policy was 
implemented anyway. 
 

Going Forward 
 
Ongoing issues under review or actions that the Committee will continue into 2013-2014. 
 

• Senate Membership Task Force 
• Health Care Costs   
• Space Planning 

 
Appendices 

 
Appendix 1: Understanding Health Care Costs for UC Retirees on Medicare 

Appendix 2: Salary Equity Plans for UC Campuses 

Appendix 3: Communication from the Committee on Faculty Welfare to Campus Life, Facilities, and 
Administrative Services on the Proposed Changes in Housing Policy 
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Understanding medical health care costs for UC retirees in Medicare 
(February 21, 2013) 

 
Joel E. Dimsdale, M.D.1 

jdimsdale@ucsd.edu 
 
This document was prepared to help University of California retirees understand health care 
costs. Retiree health care costs are distributed in three main buckets—costs for Medicare, costs 
for UC medical coverage, and out-of-pocket costs (co-pays, deductibles, etc).  For retirement 
planning, employees and retirees should consider all sets of costs. 
 

1.  Medicare: 
If you have Medicare, your Part A (in-patient coverage) comes with no costs to you if you 
qualify for premium-free Medicare2.  The standard Part B (out-patient coverage) cost is 
~$105/month in 2013 and is payable to Social Security.  Generally, UC medical plans 
coordinate the Part D (drug coverage) portion of the Medicare plan with the medical plan.  For 
Medicare Part D (drug coverage), you normally will not incur charges unless you have MAGI 
>$85,000, in which case you will pay additional costs. 
 
Many people have their Medicare cost deducted from their Social Security benefit and others are 
billed directly by Social Security.  However, if your Modified Adjusted Gross Income (MAGI) 
as reported on your IRS tax return from 2 years ago (2011) is >$85,000, you will incur additional 
costs, referred to by the Social Security Administration and Medicare as an Income-Related 
Income Adjustment Amount (IRMAA). These extra MAGI-associated costs can be substantial 
(see next page). 
 

2.  UC Medical Plans coordinated with Medicare 
UC offers a number of medical plans, including Medicare-coordinated plans. These plans in 
essence cover the gaps between Medicare parts A and B.  The maximum UC contribution, 
which is calculated separately for Medicare retirees and pre-Medicare retirees, is based on a 
weighted average of the gross premiums based on enrollments in the previous year, and takes 
into account the standard Medicare Part B premium.  In 2013, the maximum UC contribution 
covers 83% (on average) of the gross premium (including the standard Part B premium), 
provided the retiree is not subject to graduated eligibility3. The maximum UC contribution will 
decrease over the next few years to 70% for both Medicare and pre-Medicare retirees.  
 
If the maximum UC retiree health contribution (after any reduction for graduated eligibility, if 
applicable) is greater than the rate for the Medicare-coordinated plan you  selected, then the 
difference is used to reimburse you for all or a portion of the standard Medicare Part B premium. 
The reimbursement is credited to your monthly pension benefit. The University has no control 
over the premiums that Medicare charges for Part B coverage. Additionally, due to the timing of 
Medicare premium announcements, the maximum UC Medicare Part B reimbursement is 
generally based on the preceding year’s Medicare Part B premium. Thus, for 2013, the maximum 
UC Medicare Part B reimbursement is $99.90, which was the standard Medicare Part B premium 
for 2012 (as opposed to $104.90 which is the 2013 part B premium).  

                                                
1 The author acknowledges the many colleagues who have helped develop this document. 
2  You may qualify through your own work record; or the work record of a spouse, former spouse or deceased 
spouse, who has worked full time 40 quarters and paid Medicare taxes during that period. 
3  Graduated eligibility is determined by date of hire, years of service, and age at retirement.  For details 
see University of California Retirement Handbook. 
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The UC retiree health contribution costs are levied to each campus on the basis of projected UC 
retiree health payments for the year divided by the system-wide UCRP Covered Compensation of 
all active employees over the same time period.  In 2012, the amount charged to each campus 
was 2.76% of its UCRP Covered Compensation.  
 
The Medicare Part B and Part D rates are greatly influenced by an individual’s MAGI.  The 
following table provides the MAGI additional costs for 2013.  It is uncertain how much MAGI 
will increase in subsequent years. For instance, Professor Smith’s individual tax returns show a 
MAGI of $150,000. Using the table below, one sees that Smith would have a part B monthly 
charge of $239.70 ($104.90 + $104.90 + $29.90). 
 
2013 Medicare Part B and Part D Costs (IRMAA) 

 Income as reported on 2011 IRS Tax Return 

Modified Adjusted Gross 
Income (MAGI) 

Part B monthly 
premium 

amount/person 

Part D monthly 
premium 

amount/person 

Individuals with a MAGI of 
$85,000 or less 
 
Married couples with a MAGI of 
$170,000 or less 

Standard 
premium 

= $104.90 $0.00 

Individuals with a MAGI above 
$85,000 up to $107,000 
 
Married couples with a MAGI 
above $170,000 up to $214,000 

Standard 
premium 
+ $42.00 

Your plan 
premium 
+ $11.60 

Individuals with a MAGI above 
$107,000 up to $160,000 
 
Married couples with a MAGI 
above $214,000 up to $320,000 

Standard 
premium 

+ $104.90 

Your plan 
premium 
+ $29.90 

Individuals with a MAGI above 
$160,000 up to $214,000 
 
Married couples with a MAGI 
above $320,000 up to $428,000 

Standard 
premium 

+ $167.80 

Your plan 
premium 
+ $48.30 

Individuals with a MAGI above 
$214,000 
 
Married couples with a MAGI 
above $428,000 

Standard 
premium 

+ $230.80 

Your plan 
premium 
+ $66.60 

 



 

Illustrative Five-Year Projected Costs for UC Medical Coverage 
 
It is difficult to summarize all contingencies.  The following analyses pertain to Member only insurance rates for an individual retiree who is 
eligible for the full UC contribution towards health insurance cost.  To simplify it further, the table only provides cost information for Kaiser and 
Anthem Plus.  Furthermore, the table forecasts anticipated costs in the next few years, using anticipated health care premium costs, assumptions 
about retiree choice of insurance plans, etc.   The table does not include any MAGI charges. 
 
The table below provides the projected Medicare retiree contributions under Kaiser and Anthem Plus, based on the expected UC contribution 
policy (declining 3% per year) and the medical trend rate assumptions from the July 1, 2012 valuation report.  These valuation assumptions do 
not take into consideration the actual 2013 Part B premium rates ($104.90 for the standard premium), nor other plans available now or in the 
future.  Note that as the contribution percentage declines, Medicare members enrolled in Kaiser are expected to eventually have a net Part B 
contribution.4 

   Kaiser  Anthem Plus 

 
Max UC 

Contribution  

UC 
Plan 

Contribution 

UC 
Part B 

Contribution 
(credit back) 

Retiree 
Plan 

Contribution 

Retiree 
Net Part B 

Contribution  

UC 
Plan 

Contribution 

UC 
Part B 

Contribution 
(credit back) 

Retiree 
Plan 

Contribution 

Retiree 
Net Part B 

Contribution 

2013 
83% 

Policy 
$346.72   $217.93  $99.90  $0.00  $0.00   $340.23  $6.49  $0.00  $93.41  

2014 
80% 

Policy 
$371.65   $256.07  $106.89  $0.00  $0.00   $370.85  $0.80  $0.00  $106.09  

2015 
77% 

Policy 
$395.25   $295.76  $99.49  $0.00  $14.67   $395.25  $0.00  $7.12  $114.16  

2016 
74% 

Policy 
$417.38   $337.16  $80.22  $0.00  $41.48   $417.38  $0.00  $17.18  $121.70  

                                                
4 For instance, row 1 illustrates that UC will contribute up $346.72/month for individual coverage in 2013. The university pays Kaiser a premium of $217.93 and adds back 
into the pension check the monthly part B premium of $99.90. The retiree pays nothing. For Anthem Plus, the university pays that $340.23 premium and credits the 
pension check $6.49.  The retiree does not need to contribute to medical cost. However, the retiree does wind up paying $93.41 ($99.90 - $6.49) for Part B coverage.  



 

2017 
71% 

Policy 
$434.87   $374.25  $60.62  $0.00  $68.87   $434.87  $0.00  $32.28  $129.48  
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2013 – Retiree Costs for Part B and Part D and UC Medical 
 
Putting it all together, the following tables illustrate the combined costs of Medicare + MAGI as 
well as UC coverage. The tables indicate the general principles for retirees enrolled in single-
party Medicare with different MAGI for two plans: Anthem Plus and Kaiser.   For couples 
where both members are on Medicare, the MAGI thresholds are doubled. 
 
 
Monthly individual premiums for 2013 
 
MAGI <$85000 
Plan Part B Part D UC plan Total (see page 3 for credit back) 
Anthem Plus $104.90 0 0 $104.90 - credit back to retiree of ($6.49) 
Kaiser $104.90 0 0 $104.90 - credit back to retiree of ($99.90) 

 
 
MAGI between $85,000 and $107,000 
Plan Part B Part D UC plan Total 
Anthem Plus $146.90 $11.60 0 $158.50 - credit back to retiree of ($6.49) 
Kaiser $146.90 $11.60 0 $158.50 - credit back to retiree of ($99.90) 

 
 
MAGI between $107,000 and $160,000 
Plan Part B Part D UC plan Total 
Anthem Plus $209.80 $29.90 0 $239.70 - credit back to retiree of ($6.49) 
Kaiser $209.80 $29.90 0 $239.70 - credit back to retiree of ($99.90) 

 
MAGI between $160,000 and $214,000 
Plan Part B Part D UC plan Total 
Anthem Plus $272.70 $48.30 0 $321.00 - credit back to retiree of ($6.49) 
Kaiser $272.70 $48.30 0 $321.00 - credit back to retiree of ($99.90) 

 

MAGI >$214,000 
Plan Part B Part D UC plan Total 
Anthem Plus $335.70 $66.60 0 $402.30 - credit back to retiree of ($6.49) 
Kaiser $335.70 $66.60 0 $402.30 - credit back to retiree of ($99.90) 

 

Summary 
 
The tables above illustrate costs for retirees with different MAGI. It is assumed that most 
faculty members would fall in the first 3 groups, but some longtime highly compensated 
faculty and/or individuals working after retiring from UC may fall in the final two groups. 
 





 Faculty Salary Equity Plans Summary
Location Personnel Invloved in Facutly Salary 

Analysis
Faculty

 Committees
Period of Review Units to Be Studied and 

Methodology
Plan for Addressing and Reporting   

Discriminatory Salary Differences

Continuing 
Current Studies 
Analyzing 
Salary Equity

Berkeley Six member joint Senate-administration steering committee (membership 
may change over the project's course; additional faculty, staff or 
administrators may also be consulted)
*(Chair and Project Lead) Vice Provost for the Faculty 
*Senate Committee on Budget and Interdepartmental Relations 
representative 
*Senate Committee on Status of Women and Ethnic Minorities 
representative
*Additional faculty member with relevant expertise
*Dr. Marc Goulden, Director, Data Initiatives, Office for Faculty Equity and 
Welfare
*Vice Chancellor , Equity and Inclusion (ex officio)

*Senate Committee on 
Budget and 
Interdepartmental 
Relations
  *Senate Committee on 
Status of Women and 
Ethnic Minorities

Initial Study/Report  
to be  completed 
January 2015, then 
updated every three 
years

*Steering committee will develop Study methodology,  
determining what unit-level(s) analysis 
*Dr. Goulden will conduct preliminary studies, as 
needed

*Divisional Senate Chair will broadly disseminate Report and post to the 
Office for Faculty Equity and Welfare website
*Provost responsible for implementation (authority may be delegated  to 
the Vice Provost for Faculty)
*Implementation dependent upon faculty, Chairs, staff, Senate committees 
or various administrators
*Per steering committee recommendations,  campus policies, practices, 
guidelines or programs will be revised, accordingly

Davis UC Davis Salary Equity Task Force (membership TBD)
TBD TBD *Initially, decomposition of salary variables into five 

groups (e.g., summer salary, off-scale salary, grant-
funded salary, etc.)
*Standardize each faculty member's salary within an 
appropriate comparison unit
*For in-depth analysis of relative salary for sub-
disciplines, the Dean (where the primary appointment is 
held) will identify units of analysis
*Demographic factors and market pressures

*Task Force charges:
       1. Develop a plan for ensuring that campus policies, procedures and 
guidelines are as gender and ethnic-neutral as possible re faculty 
compensation 
       2. Recommendations for variables used in models for predicting 
salaries based on faculty performance; long term goal is the development 
of practices enhancing faculty diversity and faculty success
      3. Recommendations re methods for comparing faculty performance 
across academic disciplines
      4. Recommendations for minimizing conflicts of interest
      5. Develop implementation timeline re analyses and recommendations
      6. Delineate principles re the distribution of the UCD faculty equity 
salary analyses 
*Provost and Divisional Senate Chair will widely disseminate the 
committee report; post on the Provost's website

Irvine *Continue campus programs (annual campus pay equity analysis, UCI 
ADVANCE Program for Faculty and Senate committee of salary equity)
*These continuing campus programs include central administration,  campus 
ADVANCE Program, Deans, Department Chairs, faculty equity advisors and 
faculty
*Senate Council on Academic Personnel ("CAP") conducted 2009/10 and 
2010/11 faculty salary assessments but assessment discontinued  last year.  
CAP concluded that campus salary scales reflect UCI market salaries.  CAP 
will continue occasionally commenting on salary issues raised in the review 
file.

*Senate CAP
*Senate Council on 
Faculty Welfare, Diversity 
and Academic Freedom

Annually (since 
1997-98)

*Campus Pay Equity Study 
        1. Ladder rank faculty on active pay status in 
October of each academic year; excludes fulltime 
Faculty Administrators); using AAUP methodology 
         2. No reporting of aggregate residual by academic 
unit;   presents the number of positive and negative 
residuals in $5,000 ranges within a unit 
*ADVANCE Program for Faculty Equity and Diversity 
(no unit information) 
*Academic Senate Salary Analyses
           1. CAP assessment of  ladder rank salary equity 
(general campus), jointly with CAP evaluation of faculty 
productivity with  merit and promotion review
           2. In 2009, CFW analyzed faculty salaries from 
1998-2008  for campus-wide systemic differences in 
starting salaries and salary increases (over time), 
based on gender and ethnicity (no significant disparity 
found)

*Continuing programs (annual campus pay equity analysis, UCI 
ADVANCE Program and Faculty and Senate committee of salary equity) 
address faculty salary equity issues
* Committed to addressing potential inequity issues via campus-wide 
study or individual cases 
*Campus Pay Equity Study posted on the Academic Personnel website; 
findings reported since 1997-98; salary residuals for individual faculty 
members provided to Deans and administrators participating in faculty 
salary decisions; individual faculty can calculate  predicted salaries using 
the published formula for each academic unit
*Senate salary analyses are posted on the campus senate website

X
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Los Angeles Nine member joint Senate-administration steering committee  (membership 
may change over the project's course; additional faculty, staff or 
administrators may also be consulted)
*(Chair and Project Lead) Carole Goldberg, Vice Chancellor, Academic 
Personnel
*Senate CAP representative
*Senate Committee on Diversity and Equal Opportunity representative
*Two additional faculty member with relevant expertise (appointed by the 
Executive Vice Chancellor ("EVC") in consultation with the Senate)
*Christine Littleton, Vice Provost, Faculty Diversity and Development
*Lynn Gordon, Associate Dean, Diversity, SOM
*Albert Glover, Director, Academic Affairs, SOM
*Associate Director, Research and Analysis, Office of Diversity and Faculty 
Development

*Senate Council on 
Academic Personnel
*Senate Committee on 
Diversity and Equal 
Opportunity

Initial Study/Report  
to be  completed 
January 2015, then 
updated every 3 
years

*Steering committee will develop Study methodology, 
including determining what units will be studied ( e.g., 
school, division)  
*Associate Director will head the Study
*Associate Director will conduct preliminary studies, as 
needed

*Broad dissemination of report by Senate Chair and posted to the Office 
for Faculty Diversity and Development website
*Report will describe and interpret key findings of the Study and as a 
result, may recommend changes to campus policies or practices 
*Vice Chancellor, Academic Personnel is responsible for addressing 
patterns of discriminatory salary differences identified in the Report

Merced Six member joint administrative Senate Faculty Equity Study steering 
committee
*Anna Song, Senate Committee on Faculty Welfare representative 
*Rudy Ortiz, Senate Committee on Faculty Welfare representative
*Shawn Newsam, Senate Committee on Faculty Welfare representative
*Nancy Ochsner, Director  of Institutional Planning and Analysis
*Becky Gubser, Associate Director, Academic Personnel 
*Principal Analyst Michael Wrona Institutional Planning and Analysis

*Senate Committee on 
Faculty Welfare
*Senate CAP

Initial Study and 
Report to be  
completed January 
2015, then updated 
every 3 years

*Steering committee will develop methodology
*Due to small size of campus, at minimum, salary 
comparison by gender, ethnicity, rank and discipline
*Steering committee may also head a CAP audit, 
identifying potential discrepancies in personnel 
recommendations and decisions re  academic 
compensation, hiring, promotion at each review level 
(Unit, Dean etc.)
*All ladder rank faculty, including those holding 
concurrent administrative appointments, on the payroll 
as of November 2013, will be included in the analysis

*Finding will be transparent and accessible to the campus
*Campus will address any patterns of salary differences identified

Riverside Eight member committee of faculty, administrators and staff, appointed by 
the EVC and Provost (membership may change over the project's course; 
additional faculty, staff or administrators at times may also be consulted)
*(Co-Chair)Vice Provost, Academic Personnel 
*(Co-Chair)Associate Vice Chancellor ("AVC"), Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion
*Senate representatives (3) 
*Associate Vice Provost, Faculty Success, Equity and Diversity
*Academic Personnel Office representative
*Affirmative Action Office representative

TBD which committees 
will be represented

Initial Study 
completed January 
2015; then every 
other year

*Steering committee will develop methodology; 
incorporating compensation analysis by the Affirmative 
Action Office for OFCCP compliance

*Narrative of key findings of the Report and committee recommendation 
will be submitted to the EVCP and provided to the campus community
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San Diego * Professor MacCubbins (developed methodology for 2006/07 Study and 
basis for continuing model)
* Professor Bitmead (former AVC, Academic Personnel) (conducted the 
2006/07 and 2011/12 Studies)

*Senate CAP
*Senate Task Force on 
Faculty Rewards 
*Gender Equity Task 
Force 

* Initial Study:  
2006/07
* 2011/12 most 
recent 
*7/1/13 goal for 
publishing next 
Study results
* At least very five 
years

*Study methodology
      1. Based on the 2001/02 Senate/Administration 
Gender Equity Task Force and endorsed by the UCSD 
Senate 
      2.  Regression model 
              a. Fitted by division and department to salary 
data for a number of years by nonlinear regression 
variables (years since highest degree and years at 
UCSD) used to produce predicted salaries for 
comparison with actual faculty salaries, determining 
residual for each faculty member (differences between 
the actual and predicated salaries)
             b. Faculty members  with a negative residual 
(faculty member's salary is lower than the salary 
predicted for the average faculty member with the 
same regression variables) and falling 10% or more 
below the predicted salary (some exceptions) are 
"flagged" for further analysis
*Units studied: general campus and Scripps Institution 
of Oceanography faculty
*Campus also addresses faculty salary equity issues 
through an annual Affirmative Action Program Analysis, 
based on recruitment, advancements, separations and 
compensation criteria

* Study purpose:
        1. Regularly monitor faculty salaries and objectively ensuring salaries 
of a disproportionate number of women or underrepresented minorities are 
not below the consistently applied model
       2. One screening tool for identifying faculty salaries that may require 
further analysis, not addressed by using the regression model (i.e., 
academic reasons)
* Study results posted on the Academic Personnel website (individual 
salaries kept confidential)
       1. Process format for publically reporting Study results--in process; 
likely will follow UCI reporting format
       2. Post by 7/1/13 
*Various levels and methods of review of results are planned, including 
administrators and CAP.  Campus will also continue annual Affirmative 
Action Program analysis along with attending to career equity reviews.

X

San 
Francisco 

Eleven member joint Senate-administration steering committee (membership 
may change over the project's course; additional faculty, staff or 
administrators at times may also be consulted)
*Vice Provost, Academic Affairs (Project Lead)
*Senate's EQOP Committee representative
*Senate's Faculty Welfare Committee representative
*Senate's CAP representative
*Assistant Vice Provost, Academic Affairs
*Vice Chancellor, Diversity and Outreach
*Vice or Associate Dean for Academic Affairs from each school (Dentistry, 
Medicine, Nursing and Pharmacy)
*Academic Data Coordinator, VPAA Office

*Senate Equal 
Opportunity Program 
("EQOP") Committee 
*Senate Committee on 
Faculty Welfare 
*Senate CAP

Initial Study to be  
completed October 
2014; first Report by 
January 2015, then 
updated every 3 
years

*Each of the four professional schools will study by 
gender and ethnicity, negotiated salaries (X + Y) plus 
stipends 
*Data provided by the Vice Provost's office as of 7/1/14 
and subsequent July 1 every 3 years
*Methodology for each school's study will developed by 
the school
*Steering committee will approved all methodology 

*Report will be posted on Academic Affairs website
*Report will identify key findings of the studies and recommend changes in 
campus or school polices or practices

X

Santa 
Barbara 

TBD
*Gender Equity Advisory 
Group (convened by 
Senate)
*Senate Committee on 
Diversity and Equity 
(reviewed and feedback 
is incorporated into 
subsequent analyses)

* [Assume yearly], 
stated that 2012 was 
the ninth year of 
campus analysis

*AAUP methodology used  
*2012 Study:  Ladder-rank faculty on active pay status 
(academic year salaries) (based on 10/1/12 payroll and 
personnel data and Academic Personnel data); data 
considered as a whole then divided by Colleges or 
Divisions

Administration will continue to use results of analysis, specifically reasons 
for large negative residuals, in faculty academic personnel cases

X
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Santa Cruz Severn member implementation committee
*Vice Provost, Academic Affairs (Chair)
*Senate Committee on Academic Personnel representative
*Senate Committee on Affirmative Action and Diversity representative
*Senate Committee on Faculty Welfare representative
*Director, Academic Personnel 
*Director, Institutional Research
*Analyst, Institutional Research

*Senate CAP
*Senate Committee on 
Affirmative Action and 
Diversity
* Senate Committee on 
Faculty Welfare

*Complete analysis 
by the end of fall 
2013, for discussion 
winter 2014; develop 
and implement plans 
addressing  study 
finding issues by 
end of 2014
*No period of review 
defined

*CFW recently completed a study of faculty salaries 
and ladder rank advancement; comparing 
advancement and salary growth with service years and 
time since degree (individually and by department)
*Plan to build on CFW study, adding gender and 
ethnicity data

By the end of 2014, develop and implement plans address study findings 
issues

X
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February 13, 2013 
 
Gary Forman, DDS, MBA 
Executive Director 
Campus Life Services 
1855 Folsom Street, MCB 306 
San Francisco, CA  94143 
 
Re: Revisions to Current Housing Policies, UCSF 
 
Dear Dr. Forman: 
 
The Faculty Welfare Committee of the San Francisco Division of the University of California Academic 
Senate appreciated hearing your presentation at its February 7, 2013 meeting.  
 
Upon discussion, Committee members concurred with the proposal to limit housing for students to: 
 

• Six years (if a PhD student) 
• Five years (all other students)  

 
Committee members also supported having a rotating volume of housing units be available each fall, for 
incoming students. However, Committee member differed in their assessment of faculty housing needs.   
 
While Campus Life Services proposed a three-year term limit for faculty, Faculty Welfare Committee 
members thought two years was a sufficient amount of time for faculty to determine residence location 
and to purchase or rent a residence within the area. 
 
If you need further information or documentation from Committee members, we are happy to provide.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Committee on Faculty Welfare 
 
Paul Green, PhD, Chair 
Leah Karliner, MD, Vice Chair 
Maria DallʼEra, MD 
Elissa Epel, PhD 
Kirsten Green, MD 
Melvin Grumbach, MD 
Grayson Bill Marshall, DDS, PhD, MPH 
Octavia Plesh, DDS, MS 
Roberta Rehm, RN, PhD, FAAN 
Shuvo Roy, PhD 
Lisa Thompson, RN, PhD, FNP 
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